The Rhodope zone of northern Greece has been involved in an Alpine metamorphic cycle that consists of a high-pressure (eclogite-facies) metamorphism extensively overprinted under medium-pressure conditions in Eocene time. Abrupt differences in the grade of metamorphism within the Rhodope zone allows its subdivision into a lower and an upper tectonic unit. The pelitic rocks of the lower tectonic unit are typically gamet -chloritoid t staurolite schists. These rocks preserve the high-pressure paragenesis garnet+ chloritoid +chlorite +phengite + quartz+rutile. Minerals formedduringexhumation are staurolite, muscovite, Fe-rich chlorite and, rarely, biotite and andalusite. In the upper tectonic uni! the metapelites are generally gamet -biotite 1 kyanite gneisses and schists; the high-pressure paragenesis has been partly obliterated during extensive retrograde overprinting. Peak (minimum) conditions of pressure determined for the lower tectonic unit by use of the phengite geobarometer (for T = 550' to 600'C) are I 3-l 3.5 kbar. P-T estimates for peak of metamorphism of the upper tectonic unit are uncertain. Textural features and mineral chemical data provide information on metamorphic conditions for various stages of decompression of both units. The exhumation path of the lower tectonic unit was nearly isothermal to a depth of -I 2 km from the surface. ln the upper tectonic unit" exhumation proceeded along a P-T path characterized by cooling. These differences are probably attributed to ttmsting oftle deeper lying, upper tectonic unit over the lower one at depth during unloading. ln this case, the upper unit acted as a warm "shield" and prevented the rocks of the undedying lower unit from losing heat. Since the P-T path of Rhodope shows important similarities in form with that of other high-pressure terranes (1a., the Westem Alps, the Seward Peninsula in Alaska, the Cyclades in the Aegean Sea), analogous constraints, such as rapid umoofing tectonics or continuous underthrusting ofcold material, can be invoked to explain the cooling that accompanied exhumation.
InrnolucnoN
Pelitic rocks develop a wide range of distinctive minerals that are valuable indicators of metamorphic conditions because of their sensitivity to changes in pressure and temperature. Howevel high-P metamorphic assemblages in metapelites associated with eclogites commonly are obliterated by later metamorphic events. Regional manifestations of eclogite P-T conditions in some pelitic metamorphic terranes are lacking, and evidence forhigh-P metamorphism must be gleaned from relict assemblages in metabasites. This differential overprinting, attributed to contrasting behavior of pelites and metabasites upon decompression, can result in a misinterpretation of the P-T evolution of pelitic rocks associated with eclogites. Recently, however, high-pressure metamorphism has been documented in pelitic rocks from several more or less extensively overprinted, polymetamorphic terranes around the world to reveal a common history with associated retrograded eclogites (e.9., Heinrich 1982 , Franz et al. 1986 , Vuichard & Balldvre 1988 , Chopin et al. 1991 .
The recent discovery ofeclogite relics in the Rhodope zone (Liati 1986 , Kolceva et al. 1986 , Mposkos & Perdikaais 1987 ,Lian & Mposkos 1990 ) prompted a re-investigation of metamorphism in the associated metapelites. The latter rocks also record high-pressure relics (Mposkos 1989a) . The purpose of the present study is to construct a P-T path for the Rhodope polymetamorphic terrane, based on the sequences of mineral assemblages in metapelitic rocks, and the chemistry of these minerals. The arising metamorphic history is connected with that of the amphibolitized eclogites, which are concordantly interlayered with the metapelites studied.
The mineral abbreviations used in the present study are from lGetz (1983) . In addition, the abbreviation "Phen" holds for phengite,
GEoLocrcAL SElilNc
The Rhodope zone is a crystalline complex of uncertain age that lies between the Balkanides to the north and the Dinarides-Hellenides to the west-southwest. In Greece, the Rhodope zone occupies most of eastern Macedonia and Thrace (Fig. lA) . It is bounded against the Serbomacedonian Massif to the west by the Strimon line, a west-dipping thrust fault of Tertiary age (Kockel & Walther 1965 , Burchfiel 1980 , and by Mesozoic low-grade metamorphosed rocks of the Circum-Rhodope Belt onthe east. The age of sedimentation is unknown; no fossils have been found in these metamorphic rocks.
The Rhodope zone is primarily composed of metamorphic roclc including quartzofeldspathic gleisses, migmatites, pelitic rocks, amphibolitized eclogites, marbles, calc-silicates and ultramafic rocks. Postrnetamorphic Oligocene intrusive and extrusive rocls are abundant. Petrological studies (Liati 1986 , Mposkos & Perdikatsis 1987 , Mposkos 1989a , Liati & Mposkos 1990 , combined with geochronology (K-Ar on metamorphic minerals: Liati 1986 , Liati & Kreuzer 1990 ; lead isotope data from migmatites of the Bulgarian part: Arnaudov et al. 1990 ) revealed that the Rhodope was involved in an Alpine metamorphic cycle of high-pressure (eclogite-facies) metamorphism extensively overprinted under medium-pressure conditions in Eocene time. A low-pressure, greenschist-facies retrograde overprint marks the end of Alpine metamorphism.
Significant differences in metamorphic grade (on the order of 100'-150"C), for the medium-pressure overprinting event identified in closely lying rocks (separated by a distance of less than 200 m) led to the delineation of an intervening discontinuity that subdivides the Rhodope zone into two major tectonic unils ( Fig. lA) : l) the lower tectonic unit (hereafter called LTU), characterized by metamorphism at conditions of the upper greenschist to lower amphibolite facies, and 2) the upper tectonic unit (hereafter called UTU), characterized by medium to upper amphibolite-facies conditions.
Differences in lithology throughout the Rhodope zone are grossly markedby the abundance ofthick units of marble (the so-called "Falakron marble") in the western part and the predominance of mafic and ultramafic rocks in the eastern parts of the zone. The LTU consists of augen gneisses (orthogneisses) as the lowermost lithologic formation, overlain by a series of alternating pelitic rocks and amphibolitized eclogites. Metadiabasic, metagabbrolc and meta-aplitic dykes cross-cut the augen gneisses in eastern Rhodope. There, large ultramafic bodies are incorporated in the LTU. In western Rhodope, metadiabasic andultramafic rocks are rare; large volumes of massive marble, banded toward the lower parts, constitute the upprmost lithologic formation. The UTU consists of migmatized augen gneiss at the base, overlain by alternations of pelitic rocks that contain amphibolitized eclogite and moderately thick units of marble. A dismembered ophiolite sequence including ultramafic, layered metagabbroic rocks and metadioriles is best developed in eastern Rhodope. Abundant granitic pegmatites cross-cut most rock types of the UTU, mainly in eastern and central Rhodope; pegmatites are absent ftom the LTU.
P-T conditions of high-pressure metamorphism in the LTU. as estimated in metabasic rocks and orthogneiss, are 550'-600'C and 14-15 kbar (Mposkos 1989a b, Liati & Mposkos 1990 ). In the UTU, peak metamorphic conditions are uncertain because of the extended, high-grade metamorphic overprint. However, the presence ofkyanite eclogites in central Rhodope near the Greek-Bulgarian border (Ardino area) suggests that pressures in the UTU possibly reached 18 kbar (Liati & Mposkos 1990) .
The metapelites studied are intercalated within quartzofeldspathic rocks that'alternate concordantly 
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with amphibolitized eclogite and marble. The mineral assemblages developed and the mineral chemistry of the pelitic rocks differ in the two tectonic units; therefore, these themes are examined separately in each tectonic unit.
METAPELNES OFTTIE LOWER TECTONIC UNTT

Petrography
The metapelitic rocks of the LTU consist of garnet - chloritoid t staurolite mica schist. Based on their characteristic mineral assemblages, these rocks can be distinguished into the following two types (summarized alsoinTable l).
(l) Metapelites of "type 1 ": They are represented by the mineral assemblages (a) garnet-chloritoid -chlorite -white K-mica t paragonite -quartz -rutile t ilmenite, which is common in the southern part of eastern Rhodope and occurs rarely in rrestern Rhodope (i.e., samples LER-I0E, LWR-90; Fig. 1B) , and (b) garnetchloritoid -staurolite -chlorite -white K-micaparagonite tbiotitet kyanite-quartz -rutile t ilmenite, which is common in the northwestern part of eastem Rhodope (i.e., samples LER-I lA, tIR-88, LER-8C, LER-8D, LER-I2A: Fig. lB) .
In tlese rocks, garnet occurs commonly as porphyroblasts with inclusions of quartz, rutile and chloritoid. Two generations of chlorite are recognized in the metapelites characterized by mineral assemblage (a): primary chlorite (chlorite,), which coexists with garnet + chloritoid + high-si phengite, and a late-stage retrograde chlorite (chlorite,), which replaces garnet or chloritoid. As shown below, the two types of chlorite differ also in their chemical composition; chloritel is richer in Mg than chloriteu. In the metapelites with mineral assemblage (b), staurolite appears as a new mineral; it grows at the expense of chloritoid (Figs. 2A, C). Three generations ofchlorite are recognized in these rocks: primary chlorite (chloritel) which, like in the metapelites of mineral assemblage (a), coexists with gamet + chloritoid + high-Si phengite, an intermediate generation (chloritq) not identified in the pelitic rocks with mineral assemblage (a), which together with staurolite grows at the expense of chloritoid, and the late-stage retrograde chlorite3, which replaces garnet or chloritoid. In a few samples, kyanite is associated with chloritoid and chloritel and replaced by staurolite. Biotite forms with staurolite at the expense of chloritoid (Fig. 2B ). In the kyanite-bearing metapelites, andalusite + chloritq replace chloritoid (Fig. 2C) .
(2) Metapelites of "type 2":Ttrcy are represented by the mineral assemblage garnet -staurolite -chloritewhite K-mica -biotite -albite -quartz -rutile t ilmenite. which is common in the western and northwestern part of eastern Rhodope (i.a., sample LER-13) and rarely observed in western Rhodope (Pangaeon Mountain) (1e., sample LWR-91) (Fig. 1B) . Chloritoid is absent in this type ofpelite. Staurolite appears together with biotite and chlorite. commonlv around resorbed porphyroblasts of garnet.
MINERAL CHEIVflSTRY
Garnet
Garnet shows growth zoning, with an increase in Fe and Mg and a decrease in Mn and Ca from core to rim (Table2, Fig.3 ). This pattem ofzoning is typical for garnet found in all types of pelile in the LTU.
ChlorftoA
Chloritoid is generally zoned; a slight increase in Mg and decrease in Mn from core to rim is noted (Iable 2). Differences in chemical composition are observed also benveen chloritoid inclusions in garnet and mafix chloritoid, the latter being richerin Mg and poorer in Mn than the former (compare compositions for sample LER-88, Table 2 ). Systematic changes in the MglFe ratio of neighboring points of chloritoid inclusions and host garnet indicate chemical equilibrium between the two minerals (see Mposkos 19894 for details).
White micas
Potassic white micas vary in composition from high-Si phengite (Si up to 6.87 atoms p.f.u.) to pure muscovite (Table 3 ). The Si content of the white K-mica decreases with increasing intensity of overprint. An excess Mg + Fe., beyond the requirement of the phengite crystal of potassic white mica. Figure 4 illustrates a comparative plot of the phengite and muscovite compositions from one pelitic rock from the LTU, in terms of Alrorversus Si (A) and Alo, versas Na(Na + K) (B). As is shown in Figure 4B , the paragonite component of the white K-mica is low in Si-rich phengite and higher in muscovite. This inverse correlation of Na with the celadonite component of potassic white micahas already been widely observed (e.g., Cimmino & Messiga 1979 , Chopin & Maluski 1980 , Heinrich 1982 , Guidotti 1984 , Evans & Patrick 1 987, Mposkos 1989a and is consistent with the reluctance of natural paragonite to accommodate more Si than the ideal 6 atoms performulaunit. The increase in paragonite content accompanying the change from phengite to muscovite during decompression of the LTU is therefore a crystal-chemical effect (see Guidotti 1984,p.382) . Paragonite contains 4 to 12 molTa of the muscovite component. Paragonite poor in the muscovite end-member Clable 3, analysis 6) coexists with high-Si phengite, whereas that richer in muscovite (9-12 mol%o) coexists with less phengitic white K-mica. This indicates that paragonite, like potassic white mica, re-equilibrates during unloading. Biotite, which appears in the metapelites of "Type l" with mineral assemblage (b), is characterized by Xsu values of about 0.48 (Table 4) . It is formed, together with staurolite, at the expense of chloritoid during the stage of exhumation (see below, reaction 2).
Chlorite
The types of chlorite distinguished on textural grounds differ in their chemical composition (Table 5 ). In the first type of metapelites, primary chlorite (chloriter), which belongs to the paragenesis Grt + Cld + Chl + Phen, displays higherXyu values than chloritq which, together with staurolite, forms at the expense of chloritoid. Chloritg is characterized in turn by higher X1,nu values than the late-stage retrograde chloritq, which replaces garnet or chloritoid (compare chlorite compositions of sample LER-88, Table 5 ). The highest Xy* values were obtained for chlorite coexisting with the highest-Si phengite.
Petrological interpretation of the textural and mineral chemical data (1) Metapelites of "Type l": The stable and systematic coexistence of high-Si phengite with Grt + Cld + Chl1 indicates that the assemblage Grt + Cld + Chlt + Phen + Pg + Rt + Qtz, which is common in this type of metapelite, is related to the high-pressure event. In the metapelites exhibiting mineral assemblage (b), the white K-mica that is in direct contact with Grt + Cld + Chll is a high-Si phengite, whereas that in textural equilibrium with staurolite is significantly poorer in the celadonite component. The mineral association Grt + Cld + Chl, common in medium-pressure metapelites from other The metapelite assemblages can be described by the system K2GFeO-IVIgO-A12O3-SiO2-H2O (KFMASII). AFM topologies for the metapelites were projected according to Thompson (1957) , taking into account the presence of quartz, white K-mica paragonite, rutile, ilmenite, and H2O (Frg. 5). The three-phase assemblage Grt -Cld -Chl predominates in pelitic rocks. Projected phase relations for the high-pressure stage are shown in Figure 5A for two samples (LER-IOE, circles, and LER-88, triangles). The two-phase assemblage CldGrt corresponds to chloritoid inclusions in a gamet core (line 1) and a garnet rim (line 2). The shifting ofline (2) toward more magnesian compositions between samples LER-IOE and LER-88 indicates garnet growth at the expense of chloritoid (+ chlorite) during prograde metamorphism. The minerals constituting the threephase high-pressure assemblage Grt -Cld -Chl in the matrix of sample LER-l0E show still higher Xrr. Garnet, chloritoid, and chlorite are more magnesian in sample LER-88 than in LER-I0E. In sample LER-8B, the coexisting high-Si phengrte is the richest in celadonite component of the samples studied. Sample LER-88 also contains the high-pressure paragenesis Ky -Cld -Chl. Given the relative position of the representative samples LER-88 and LER-I0E in the field (Fig. lB) , and taking into account the AFM diagram of Figure 5A and the Si-rich composition of the phengite in LER-88, an increase inboth temperature and pressure can be inferred from south to north, in eastern Rhodope. The lack of critical high-pressure talc-bearing parageneses (such as those reported for other areas, i.e., Chopin & Schreyer 1 983, Goff6 & Chopin I 986) in the Rhodope metapelites is apparently a consequence of their "normal", more Fe-rich composition than the one required for the formation of this mineral.
Figures 5B and 5C illustrate the three-phase AFM parageneses related to the medium-pressure overprint. In these rocks, staurolite formed at the expense of chloritoid (reaction 1) and kyanite. The chlorite in Figure   723 . 29 22 areas, has also been reported in eclogitic metapelites of several polymetamorphic terranes, e.9., New Caledonia (Ghent er al. 1987), the Hohe Tauern Window (Miller 1977 , Spear &Franz 1986 , the Massif Central (D6lor et al. 1987" and the Sesia zone (Vuichard & Balldrre 1988) . The coexistence of staurolite with white K-mica poor in celadonite component in these metapelites implies that formation of staurolite is related to the medium-pressure overprint. According to the textural observations described previously, staurolite grows at the expense of chloritoid, possibly according to the reaction:
Where staurolite grows together with biotite at the expense of chloritoid, the reaction:
may have taken place. Staurolite associated with chloritoid occurs in metapelites of the LTU located only in the northwestern part of eastern Rhodope. In chloritoidbearing metapettes of the southeastem part of eastem Rhodope and of western Rhodope, staurolite is absent. This finding indicates that in the areas where chloritoidbearing metapelites lack staurolite, metamorphic conditions were of lower grade.
Chloritization of biotite and sericitization of staurolite Rc. 5. AFM projections of assemblages that coexist with potassic white mica -quartz -paragonite -rutile t ilmenite -H2O in the pelitic rocks ofthe LTU. In (A), dashed lines (l) and (2) are from chloritoid inclusions in garnet core and rim, respectively. In the same diagram, circles correspond to sample LER-l0E, and triangles to LER-88. Diagram (A) corresponds to the high-pressure stage, (B) and (C) to the medium-pressure overprint, and @) to the latest retrogade steps of the greenschist facies. See text for details.
409 5B is chlorite2 (see "Petrography'), which is poorer in Mg than chloritel in Figure 5A . The three-phase AFM paragenesis Cld -St -Bt illustrated in Figure 5C coresponds to a more advanced stage of the exhumation. Finally, Figure 5D shows the la.test retrograde steps of the exhumation, with the three-phase paragenesis Cld -And -Chl.
METApELIES oFrnn Uppnn TesroNrc UNrr Petrography
The metapelites of the UTU generally consist of garnet -kyanite t staurolite gneiss and schist. Based on their characteristic mineral assemblages, these rocks can be distinguished into two types (summarized also in Table 6 ).
(1) Metapelites of "Type 1": They are represented by the mineral assemblages (a) garnet -kyanite -staurolite -chlorite -muscovite -quartz-rutile+ ilmenite, which is common in the easternmost part of Rhodope (i.e., samples UER-IA, UER-IG, tlER-2; Fig. lB) , and (b) garnet -kyanite -staurolite t sillimanite -biotitemuscovite -qvartz t plagioclase -rutile l ilmenite, which occurs in the areas northwest of Komotini, eastern Rhodope (1e., samples UBR-3, llER-4), southwest of 4to TTTE CANADIAN MINERALOGIST Paranesti and north of Xanthi, cantral Rhodope (i.e., samples UCR-5A, UCR-5B, UCR-5C, UCR-6, UCR-7; Fig. lB) .
In metapelites of '"Type l" with mineral assemblage (a), garnet is typicatly medium grained and shows resorbed edges. In some cases, it appears as porphyroblasts containing inclusions of kyanite, chlorite, muscovite, quartz, and rutile (Frg. 6A). In one garnet porphyroblast of sample UER-IG, a kyanite inclusion in garnet itselfcontains inclusions ofgarnet + phlogopite (Fig. 64. ). Kyanite appears as prismatic porphyroblasts and is commonly replaced by muscovite and staurolite. Staurolite either surrounds resorbed crystals ofkyanite or grows epitactically on them. Relics of resorbed kyanite are commonly found within staurolite. Moreover, staurolite coexists with garnet and chlorite (Fig.  6B) . Chlorite is observed both as an inclusion in garnet and in the matrix. Matrix chlorite is retrograde, having formed at the expense of garnet. Two generations of muscovite are distinguished: the first appears as large flakes oriented within the foliation; it is rich in Ti (see "Mineral chemistry"), and may contain numerous inclusions of sagenitic rutile (oriented, net-forming fine needles of rutile). The second generation of muscovite forms small flakes that are not oriented with respect to the foliation, and is significantly poorer in Ti than the coarse-grained muscovite; it is formed by replacement of kyanite and of staurolite.
In the same type of metapelite with mineral assemblage (b), especially in samples UCR-6 and UCR-7, garnet and kyanite are unusually coarse grained. The common size of kyanite is 2-3 cm; crystals up to l0 cm long were observed. The garnet crystals, with a diameter commonly reaching 5 cm, are intensely deformed, with resorbed edges, and contain abundant inclusions of kyanite, rutile, quartz, and muscovite. The garnet grains commonly have a lenticular shape, with the long axis parallel to the schistosity of the rock. In sample UCR-5, staurolite (locally with ilmenite inclusions), ilmenite, rutile, and quartz were found within a few porphyroblasts of garnet. Ilmenite and staurolite with ilmenite inclusions are observed only in the core of the garnet crystals; toward the outer part of the same garnet crystals, only rutile is found (Fig. 6C) . Staurolite of sample UCR-5 occurs both as an inclusion in garnet (staurolite,), as well as in the matrix (stauroliter). The matrix staurolite of this sample, as well as that of samples UCR-5A, UCR-58 and UER-3, contains inclusions of gamet, quartz, rutile and rare ilmenite, biotite and muscovite (Fig. 6D) . Some ilmenite inclusions contain relics of rutile. Such ilmenite is probably retrograde (ilmenite, of Table 6 ). Kyanite appears as porphyroblasts with inclusions of biotite, quartz, and muscovite and is commonly replaced by muscovite. It is usually deformed, showing signs of bending and undulose extinction. In samples UCR-6 and UCR-7, kyanite is replaced by staurolite (Fig. 6E) . In these samples, staurolite is itself replaced by sillimanite + biotite (Fig.  6F) . Finally, in sample UER-4, kyanite was found to be partly replaced by andalusite and fine-grained muscovite.
(2) Metapelites of '"Iype Z":T:hey are represented by the mineral assemblages (a) garnet -kyanite -biotitemuscovite -plagioclase -quartz + sillimanite -rutile, which is widespread throughout the Rhodopezone(i.e., samples IIWR-8E, UWR-9, [IWR-I0 and UWR-I I in uc8-5c ucR-6 ult-8E Frc. 6. Photomicrographs from the pelitic rocks of the UTU. (A) Gamet porphyroblast with inclusions of kyanite, chlorite, muscovite, quartz and rutile; a kyanite inclusion that itself encloses phlogopits + garne| (B) staurolite + chlorite + quafi that grew at the expense of gamet (reaction 6); (C) staurolite inclusion in a gamet porphyroblast; ilmenite (dark mineral) appears as inclusion in staurolite and inthecore of garnet, whereas rutile appears towardfhe outerpart of the gametcrystal; (D) staurolite porphyroblast with garnet inclusions; garnet relics outside the staurolite crystal together with muscovite and biotite, replaced by saurolite + biotite (reaction 8); (E) kyanite replaced by staurolite (reaction 9)l (F) staurolite replaced by sillimanite + biotite (dark minerals surrounding staurolite) (reaction l0). small crystals, typically in mutual contact with muscovite, biotite, and garnet (Frg. 7A). Garnet occurs as porphyroblasts with inclusions of biotite, kyanitel, muscoviie, plagioclase, rutile, and quartz, and rarely as inclusions in kyanitet. It is noteworthy that plagioclase inclusions in garnet commonly contain inclusions of kyanite and quartz; kyanite and quartz seem to be resorbed by the plagioclase. These textural relationships suggest that plagioclase was possibly formed at the expense of garnet + kyanite + qtrartz + albite. Garnet shows resorbed edges and is commonly replaced by biotite and, in many cases, bybiotite +kyanitq (Frg.7A) or by biotite + plagioclase. Muscovite appears as large flakes that contain numerou$ inclusions of sagenitic rutile. Sillimanite, found both as oofibroliten' and as prismatic crystals, is abundant in samples UCR-I4 and UCR-15.'Fibrolite" occurs commonly as felted masses, inside large flakes of muscovite, as well as around garnet crystals (Fig.7B) .
Signs of partial melting were identified in samples tlER-16 and flER-l7. In these samples, small pockets of neosome consist of aggregates of small unoriented grains of quartz, muscovite, biotite, equidimensional plagioclase and lenticular kyanite (Fig. 7C) . Kyanite grains typically occur as inclusions in plagioclase and quartz. Granophyric intergrowths of plagioclase + quartz indicate contemporaneous crystallization of these minerals from the melt. Anatectic quartz and muscovite are easily distinguished from metamorphic counterparts on textural gfounds: metamorphic quartz appears as large corroded grains and shows undulatory extinction; flakes of metamorphic muscovite also are corroded and oriented parallel to the foliation.
Green to pale brown biotite is found as a retrograde, greenschist-facies replacement of gamet + muscovite.
In metapelites of "Type 2" with mineral assemblage (b), kyanite occurs in large idiomorphic porphyroblasts that are replaced by symplectitic plagioclase at grain margins or, in some cases, are partially converted to sillimanite. Kyanite commonly contains inclusions of biotite, quartz, and rutile. Sillimanite appears as prismatic crystals associated with K-feldspar. Sericite (muscovitq ofTable 6) and chlorite are formed as retrograde, greenschist-facies replacements of kyanite and biotite, respectively.
MINERAL CHEMISTRY
Gamet
In contrast to the grains of garnet of the LTU, which typically show growth zoning, those of the UTU are characterized by a variably developed retrograde zoning only toward the outermost rim (Table 7) , depending on the mineral in contactwith the rim. The rest of the crystal (core and inner rim) is generally homogeneous. According to Tracy ( 1 982), homogenization of garnet is a result of volume difftrsion due to high temperatures (>650"C). TheUTU was probably subjectedto conditions ofhigher temperature during metamorphism than the LTU. Figures 8A , B, C illustrate three representative compositional profiles of garnet from the metapelites of the UTU. These profiles are relatively flat except for the outer rim. The profile of Figure 8A corresponds to a garnet crystal in contact with biotite. The outermost rim of this garnet grain shows an abrupt decrease in Mg and increase in Fe, Ca and Mn. In Figure 88 , the profile illustrated pertains to an inclusion ofgarnet in staurolite. The decrease in Mg and increase in Fe, Mn observed in the outermost rim imply participation of garnet in the formation of staurolite (see below, reaction 8). Because Xf;fr is greater than X,f,j, Mn enrichment in the outer rim ofthe garnet is attributed to diffrrsion ofthis element during consumption of the reacting garnet to form staurolite. Calcium, which is liberated from the garnet rim during reaction (8), diffirses into the remaining pafi of the crystal. Although no Ca increase is observed in the outermost rim. enrichment in this element is identified in an inner zone of the garnet crystal, possibly due to a higher rate of diffrrsion of Ca with respect to Mn. The profile of Figure 8C represents a garnet crystal with a homogeneous core. It shows a progressive, relatively smooth increase in Mg and Fe, and decrease in Ca toward the rim. This pattern reflects Ca difftrsion as a result of the formation of plagioclase. The outermost rim of this grain shows an abrupt decrease in Mg, and increases in Fe and Mn. This profile is atfibuted to the participation ofthe garnetrim in the formation ofbiotite and kyanite (see below, reaction I l).
Staurolite
In the metapelites of the UTU, the composition of staurolite is controlled by the coexisting phases. Staurolite inclusions in cores of the garnet porphyroblasts of sample UCR-SC (see Table 8 characterized by lower Xr, values compared to those enclosed in the outer part of the same crystals (analysis 4). The staurolite inclusions probably grew in a prograde stage of metamorphic evolution. Staurolite in the matrix generally shows a decrease in Xyn from core to rim. The rim composition is influenced by ihe mineral with which it is in contact. In metapelites of 'Type l" with mineral assemblage (a), higher X"n values are observed in the rim, where it is in contact with kyanite; the lowest Xyn values in staurolite are found in the rim in contact witli chlorite and gamet (compare analyses 6 and 8 of Table  8 ). In metapelites of "T)?e l" with mineral a$semblage (b) (samples UCR-5A, UCR-58 and UCR-SC), where staurolite is associated with garnel biotite, and muscovite, the decreasg in Xyn value toward the rim of zoned crystals (Table 8 , sample UCR-5A) suggests that staurolite formed at the expense of garnet + muscovite.
Mu*covite
In the metapelites of the UTU, the potassic white mica is generally poor in celadonite component (Table 9) . High-Si phengite was not preserved in the metapeliies of the UTU, apparently because the temperature of the overprint exceeded the temperature of effective closure for celadonite exchange in white mica (see Dempster 1992). The common occurrence of small flakes ofbiotite sunounding large gains of muscovite or in parallel intergro*th with muscovite and quartz is consistent with the pre-existence ofhigh-Si phengite. A characteristic of one with vrAl ( Fig. 9) indicate that Ti in muscovite occupies octahedral sites, substituting for uAl, according to the relation: 2(vr41:+; = (vITi4+) + vl(Mg t Fe2+), which is temperature-dependent (AV > 0). The small flakes of retrograde muscovite contain negligible amounts of Ti.
Biotite
In the metapelites of "Type 2", biotite inclusions in garnet (biotitel) are characterized by higherXyg values than the matrix biotite (biotit%) (Table l0); the lowest X"n values were found in matrix biotite in contact with resorbed gamet or with garnet + kyanitE. This finding agrees with observations ofbiotite formed at the expense of garnet (see below, reaction ll). The green to pale brown biotite that replaces garnet and muscovite (biotite3, analysis 4) shows lower Xyu values and remarkably lower Ti contents compared to the first and second generation of biotite (see also section on petrography). In the staurolite-bearing metapelites, biotite that coexists with staurolite and garnet is characterized by Xyu values near 0.44 (analysis 6). This value is significantly lower than those of biotite from the metapelites lacking staurolite (Xyn between 0.54 and0.67).In the frst case, biotite is formerl, together with staurolite, at the expense of gamet (see below, reaction 8), as also suggested by the Fe-rich rim of the coexisting garnet and staurolite (see Table 7 , anal. 6, Table 8, anal. 2).
The grain of phlogopite which, together with garnet, was found in a kyanite inclusion within one garnet porphyroblast exhibits Xyu values on the order of 0.75 (anal.7).
Chlorite
In the UTU, chlorite was found only in the first rype ofmetapelites, characterized by mineral assemblage (a). It appears both as inclusion in garnet and in the rock matrix. The two types of chlorite differ chemically; the inclusions in garnet are characterized by a higher Xyn value (0.75, analysis I ofTable 1 l) compared to chloriG in the matrix (0.6H.69) in the same sample. The inclusions of chlorite in garnet have IVAI greater than uAl, which indicates that part of the iron is in the trivalent state. The matrix chlorite evidently lacks ferric iron, because ithas IvAl less than vlAl. Al,opf chlorite in the inclusions ranges between 5.089 and 5.229 atoms p.f.u., whereas Alr, of chlorite in the mafix varies between 5.262 and 5.411. This suggests a higher proportion of the Tschermak substitution in the latter type of chlorite. The presence of ferric iron in chlorite of the inclusions and its higher Xyn value and lower extent of Tschermak substirution su-ggest higher-pressure conditions of formation compared to matrix chlorite (Chopin 1979 , Powell & Holland 1990 ). In metapelites of '"Type 1" characterized by mineral assemblage (a), the presence of Ky + Chl + Ms and of Ky + Phl inclusions in gamet porphyroblasts indicates that during prograde metamorphism, gfowth of garnet took place under P-T conditions above the upper stabiliry limit of staurolire (cf Fig. llB, below) . The staurolite of the matrix in these rocks is therefore a product of a later, retrograde stage of metamorphism related to exhumation of the UTU. As is indicated by the close association of staurolite with kyanite (resorbed grains of kyanite enclosed in staurolite; see "Petrography"), the formation of staurolite in this type of metapelites can be ascribed to the retrograde reaction:
Grt + Ky + H2O = St + Qtz (5) The chemical composition of the AFM phases (decrease of theXl,an value in garnet and staurolite from core to rim; Table ? , analyses 7 and 8, and Table 8 , analyses 5 and 6, respectively) provides additional evidence in favor of this view. Where staurolite coexists with garnet and chlorite, its formation may be related to the retrograde reaction:
crt + H2O = St + Chl + Qtz (6) According to Thompson (1976,p.416) , reaction (6) takes place at lower metamorphic grades than reaction (5). This proves true in the above described metapelites, in which the chemical composition of staurolite resulting by reaction (6) is characterized by lower X1,an values (0.21, analysis 8 of Table 8 ) compared to the staurolite participating in reaction (5) (0.29, analysis 6 ofTable 8) in the same sample. Chlorite coexisting with staurolite also is characterized by lowerXr, values (0.66, analysis 3, Table 1 1) than that enclosed in garnet (0.75, analysis I, Table 1 1), indicating its retrograde derivation.
In metapelites of "Type l" with mineral assemblage (b), information on the prograde stage of metamorphism is provided by the presence of mineral inclusions in garnet (samples UCR-SC, UCR-6 and UCR-7). The presence of ilmenite and of staurolite with ilmenite inclusions in the core of the garnet crystals and of rutile only toward the outer part of the same garnet (sample UCR-5; Fig. 6C ) indicates that growth of garnet took place with increasing pressure, according to the pressure-dependent reaction: 4t'7 growth probably exceeded the upper stability limit of staurolite (cf Fig. llB, below) , as indicated by the presence of kyanite + biotite inclusions in garnet of samples UCR-6 and UCR-7. The formation of matrix staurolite in metapelites with mineral assemblage (b) is tlerefore related to the refiognde stage of metamorphism.
The pattem of zonation in the garnet inclusions in staurolit% (Frg. 8B), observed in samples UCR-5A, UCR-5C and LIER-3, which exhibits a decrease in Mg and increase in Fe, Mn in the outermost rin; suggests that staurolite growth is possibly a result of the retrograde reaction:
In samples UCR-6 and UCR-7, the replacement of kyanite by staurolite (Fig. 6E ) took place according to the retrograde reaction:
Replacement of staurolite by sillimanite (Fig. 6F ) in the same samples is probably related to the prograde reaction:
St + Ms + Qtz = Sil + Bt + H2O (10)
In metapelites of "Type 2" prograde metamorphic conditions are inferred by the presence of kyanitet, biotite, muscovite, and plagioclase inclusions within garnet porphyroblasts. The paragenesis Grt + Kyr + Bt + Ms + Qtz t Pl, which is observed also in the matrix, suggests that conditions of metamorphism were above the upper stability limit of suurolite (Fig. 1lB) .
A number of reactions that took place in this type of metapelite during exhumation is infened by the inverse pattern of zoning in garnet, demonstrated in the outermost rim (Fig. 8A, C) by the lower X1,au values of matrix biotite in comparison with that enclosed in garnet (Table  l0) , as well as by textural characteristics. Replacement of garnet by biotite + kyanitq is attibuted to the pressure-dependent reaction :
In the case that garnet is replaced by biotite + plagioclase. the reactron Grt+Ms+Pl=Bt+Ca-richerPl (12) should have taken place. Textural relationships of plagioclase (see Petroglaphy) indicate that plagioclase was formed at the expense of Grt + Ky + Qtz + Ab, according to a reaction of the type Grs + Ky + Qtz + Ab = Pl (13) probably during decompression. Sillimanite in this type of metapelite does notformby replacement of kyanite but is related to more complex reactions. In the case where'Tibrolite" associated with biotite and muscovite occurs as felted masses around garnetcrystals @g.7B), its formation is possibly related to the reaction cn + Ms = Bt + Sil + Qtz
The chemical zoning of garnet, which shows a significant increase in Mn and decrease in Xyn value only in the outermost rim (see zoning pattern of Fig. 8A ) reinforces the view that sillimanite formatton is related to reaction (14). The sillimanite masses within muscovite and biotite probably reflect more complex reactions involving primary phengite and plagioclase. The presence of numerous inclusions of sagenitic rutile in large flakes of muscovite suggests the pre-existence of biotite. "sageniteo'-bearing muscovite is reported from high-pressure metapelites (e.g., Sesia zone, weslern Alps; Vuichard & Ballbvre 1988) and is interpreted to have been derived from earlier-formed biotite. Small flakes of biotite at the borders of large grains of muscovite oriented along the cleavage (see, for instance, large grain of muscovite at the bottom of Fig. 6E ) may be related to the decomposition of the celadonite component of earlier-formed phengite.
-
The absence of muscovite and the presence of K-feldspar + sillimanite in this type of metapelite, which occurs mainly in the area south of Thermes, central Rhodope (samples UCR-19 and UCR-l9A; Fig. 1B ) indicate that the highest metamorphic grade of the Upper Tectonic Unit was reached in this area.
Pnese RELerroNs AFM topologies for the metapelites of the UTU were projected following the same procedure as for the LTU (see p. 408). The mineral parageneses of the metapelites are graphically illustrated in a sequence of AFM diagrams (Figs. l0A-10G ). Figures l0A, B , C conespond io successive steps of the prograde stage; the compositions depicted represent minerals found as inclusions in garnet porphyroblasts. In the three-phase assemblage Ky -Grt -St (A), staurolite occurs as inclusion in a garnet grain that shows an increase in XMs in its outerrnost rim. Staurolite inclusions in the garnet rim have a greater Xv, than those enclosed in the core. Figures l0B and 10C refer to the three-phase assemblages Ky -Grt -Chl and Ky -Grt -Phl, respectively.
The successive steps of the exhumation stage are represented by Figures 10D, E , F and G. In (D) , matrix staurolite, which grew at the expense of kyanite t gamet (reaction 5), shows a decrease in Xy, from core to rim. The composition of the garnet rim that takes part in the above reaction is poorer in Mg compared to the core. Matrix staurolite and chlorite form at the expense of gamet (reaction 6). A decrease in Xrn of the reacting phases also is observed @g. 10E), wfich indicates the retrograde character of reaction (6). In metapelites of '"Type l" with mineral assemblage (b) (Fig. 10F ), staurolite forms from kyanite + biotite (reaction 9) (sample UCR-7) or from garnet + muscovite (reaction 8) (sample UCR-5A). The phases participating in reaction (8) show progressive Fe-enrichment from core to rim (see garnet and staurolite in F). In metapelites of '"fype 7' (G), the association biotite + kyanitq is produced from garnet + muscovite (reaction 1 l), and the compositions ofthe outerpart ofthe reacting garnet and of biotite are remarkably poorer in Mg than garnet cores and biotite inclusions in garnet.
METAMoRPIilc EvoLunou
All the P-T data and constraints discussed above are combined into a single diagram for each tectonic unit (Figs. 11A, B) for P(HrO) = Ptota. Multivariant mineral reactions, inferred from the textural relationships and the mineral chemical data, were calculated with the GEb-CALC software (Brown et al. 1988 ) using the database ofBerman (1988) . Univariant reactions that define the stability field of staurolite were taken from the KFMASH petrogenetic grid of Vuichard & Ballbvre (1988) . The resulting P-T path for the metapelites was completed with data for the associated eclogites.
Prograde path and peak conditions of metamorphism of the lawerTeuonic Unit Critical mineral or textural indicators with which to construct the prograde path of the LTU are not present in the metapelites. Glaucophane inclusions in garnet of the eclogites of eastern Rhodope (Mposkos, unpubl. data), as well as from the Bulgarian part of Rhodope (Burg, pers. comm., l99l) indicate that during burial, the stability field of glaucophane was crossed.
The high-pressure paragenesis Grt + Cld + Chl + Phen is widespread in the metapelites of '"Type 1". The paragenesis Grt + Cld + Chl is stable in a broad range of pressure (befween 4 and l8 kbar). However, geobarometry applied to coexisting phengite with the highest Si content (6.87) yielded, accordingto Massonne & Schreyer (1987) , pressures of 13-13.5 kbar (for temperatures corresponding to between 550o and 600'C, as reported from the adjacent eclogites: Liati & Mposkos 1990). The resulting pressures are minimum values because phengite is not in the appropriate paragenesis required for the application of the above geobarometer (see Massonne & Schreyer 1987) . Nevertheless, similar conditions ofpressure (14-15 kbar; field I in Fig. I 1A) are reported for the adjacent quartzofeldspathic rocks, where phengite does coexist with the limiting assemblage quartz + albite + microcline r biotite (Mposkos 1989a). P-T conditions of l5 kbar and 550'-600oC also are reported for associated eclogites (Liati & Mposkos 1990) .
Exhumation path of the Lower Tectonic Unit
The various stages of the exhumation path are well recorded in a single sample of 'Type l" metapelite having the mineral assemblage (b) (Grt -Cld -Sr -Chl -Phen/I4s -Pg -Bt -Ky -And-Qtz -Rt-Ilm; Table l) (i.e., samples LER-88, LER-8C, LER-8D). The early portion of the exhumation path is reflected in the decomposition of chloritoid to staurolite. Persistence of the paragenesis Cld -St -Chl (AFM diagram B in Fig.  5 ) confines the exhumation trajectory to the field between the curves Ky + Cld = St + Chl and Cld = St + Chl + Grt @ig. 11A, field 2). Replacement of chloritoid by staurolite + biotite and persistence ofCld -St -Bt suggest that the trajectory should enter the narrow field defined by the curves Cld + Chl = Bt + St and Cld = Grt + Bt + St (Fig. 11A, field 3) . The formation of andalusite + chlorite, atthe expense ofchloritoid (reaction 3) at still lower pressures allows the P-T trajectory to enter the fleld of stability of andalusite (Fig. I 1A , field 4) and to pass above the decomposition curve of paragonite + quartz, because pruagonite remains stable in these rocks. Replacement of chloritoid by Fe-rich chlorite (chloriter) in the same rocks is related to this stage of the exhumation. The absence of staurolite from the gametchloritoid schists, located in the southeastern part of eastern Rhodope and in western Rhodope, is attributed to the fact that these rocks followed apath of exhumation outside the fleld of stability of Cld -St -Chl (see Fig.  l lA and Mposkos 1989a for details). The complete path of exhumation shown in Figure 1 I A for the LTU implies that initial uplift occurred along anearly isothermal path. A slight increase in temperature during the mediumpressure overprint is reflected in the growth of hornblende around tremolite in the metabasites and of oligoclase around albite in gneisses, metapelites and metabasic rocks (Mposkos 1989ab, Liati & Mposkos 1990 ). Significant cooling did not occur until the rocks were within -l2kJn of the surface.
Prograde path and peak condition* of metamorphism of the Upper Tectonic Unit
In the Upper Tectonic Unit, mineral phases that occur as inclusions in garnet can provide some information about the assemblages that were stable prior to peak conditions of metamorphism. The fust constraints for the prograde path are provided by staurolite inclusions in garnet porphyroblasts (sample UCR-5C). This staurolite is characterized by Xyn values higher than those of the host gamet (Tables 7, 8) , indicating that the prograde trajectory crossed the stability field of staurolite below 14.5 kbar, at which pressure inverse Fe-Mg partitioning between staurolite and garnet appears (Vuichard & Balldwe 1988) . The presence of staurolite + rutile inclusions in garnet rims sets a minimum pressure limit of I 1 kbar for the prograde path (Balldvre et al. 1989) . At higher pressures, the prograde trajectory enters the stability field of kyanite r chlorite + muscovite inclusions within gamet porphyroblasts (samples UER-IA, UER-lc and UER-2, eastern Rhodope). It is noted that the paragenesis Grt -Ky -Chl is stable at pressures between 1 I and 17 kbar, at temperatures of 610o-650oC, according to Vuichard & Balldwe ( I 988) , or between 1 3 and 16 kbar, according to Mottana et al. (1990) , above the stability field of staurolite.
The peak conditions of the high-pressure metamorphism are uncerlain. Extensive overprinting metamorphism of high-grade rocks has obliterated the primary assemblages. The mineral association garnet + kyanite + biotite, which is widespread in the pelitic rocks of the UTU, both in the matrix and as kyanite + biotite inclusions in garnet, appea$ to partially represent t}re high-pressure paragenesis. However, this paragenesis has a wide field of stability and is not diagnostic of high pressures. The presence ofplagioclase and the lack of jadeite as inclusions in garnet suggest an upper limit in pressure defined by the reaction Ab = Jd + Qtz. The coexistence of omphacite (Jdre) + kyanite in eclogites of central Rhodope near the Greek-Bulgarian borders (Ardino area) implies, according to thereaction Pg = J6,"0 + Ky + HrO (Holland 1979) , pressures in excess of 18 kbar, provided that d(H2O) was equal to unity (Liati & Mposkos 1990) . Note that 4(H2O) below unity significantly lowers the equilibrium pressure of the above reaction.
Exhumation path of the Upper Tectonic Unit
The starting point for the exhumation path is provided by thermobarometric calculations for partly amphibolitized eclogites ofcenrral (670'-690'C, 14 kbar; field l) and eastern Rhodope (640"-660"C, l2kbu: field la) (unpublished data by the authors). Note that the amphibolitized eclogitic rocks are concordantly interlayered within the metapelites studied; both rock fypes were involved in the same metamorphic history. Intermediate P-T steps during continuous unloading were obtained by reactions that remained incomplete, as indicated by tle preservation of replacement textures in the metapelitic rocks studied.
Information on the P-T conditions of the next stage of the uplift in central Rhodope and partly in eastern Rhodope is provided by metapelites of 'Type 2" (samples UCR-12, UCR-13, IJ'ER-16, UER-17), in which the assumed high-pressure mineral association was gnmet + kyanite + biotite + phengite + Na-rich plagioclase + quartz + rutile. The presence ofkyanite-bearing neosomes suggests that exhumation proceeded above the melting reaction: Ms + Ab + Qtz + w = Ky + L (Thompson & Algor 1977) . T\e existence of Na-rich plagioclase in the primary high-pressure assemblage is inferred from kyanite + quafiz + plagioclase inclusions in garnet; kyanite + quartz + gamet are replaced by plagioclase, according to a reaction like (13). Gt -PlKy-Qtz geobarometry (according to Ganguly & Saxena 1984) applied to Pl + Ky + Qtz inclusions in garnet yielded pressures between 9 and I I kbar; slightly lower pressures were obtained from matrix plagioclase. Temperature condifions above the melting curve Ms + Ab + Qtz + w = Ky + L and below the curve St = Ky + Bt + Grt, combined with the results of geobarometry (curve l3), define field (2) Grg. 11B), which should have been crossed during further unroofing. Although these metapelites lack staurolite, apparently as a result of an unsuitable bulk composition, its presence in concordantly interlayered metapelites located in the immediate vicinity suggests that metamorphic conditions were within the stability field of this mineral. Moreover, reaction ( I I ), which proceeds in the direction of decompression and produces Ky, + Bt from Grt + Ms, occurs in field (2) and is therefore related to that stage ofthe uplift.
Information on the next steps of the path of exhumation is obtained from the metapelites of "Type l" (samples UCR-5A, UCR-5C, UCR-{, central Rhodope), in which the high-pressure mineral association was probably garnet + kyanite + phengite + biotite + quartz + rutile. In these rocks, staurolite is formed at the expense oflqyanite + biotite (reaction 9) and ofgarnet t muscovite (reaction 8). Intersection ofthese two reaction curves with the isopleth Si3.2 of coexisting potassic white mica defines reference field (3) in Figure 118 . In the same rocks, sillimanite forms partly at the expense of staurolite according to reaction (10), providing additional information for the portion of the exhumation path lying at slightly lower pressures. These pressures were estimated by Pl -Grt -Sil -Qtz geobarometry (sample UCR-14) (curve l3a) which, combined with reaction curve (10), defines field ( ) in Figure I 1B. The path of uplift probably entered the field of stability of andalusite (replacement of kyanite by andalusite; see ooPetrography") and proceeded with a very smooth slope with respect to the temperature axis until the unit reached the surface. In the area ofThermes. the reaction curve Ab + Ms + Qtz = Kfs + Sil + L must have been crossed, as indicated by petrographic data (Kfs + Sil instead of muscovite, sample UCR-19). To achieve the temperatures required for Kfs + Sil to appear, a local high heat-flow during the late evolution of Rhodope is suggested. Late Eocene, syntectonic magmatism (e.9., Kentavros monzodiorite" south of Thermes dated at 38 Ma; Liati & Kreuzer 1990) could explain increased heat-flow in this area.
In the easternmost part of Rhodope, exhumation in the Upper Tectonic Unit seems to have followed a different trajectory compared to that in central Rhodope. This is indicated by the succession of mineral assemblages in the metapelites containing Grt -Ky -St -Chl -Ms -Qtz -Rt t Ilm (samples UER-IA, UER-IG, UER-2).In these metapelites, the high-pressure mineral assemblage was probably Grt -Ky -Phen -Chl -Phl -atz -Rt. Metamorphism during decompression is recorded in these rocks by the growth of matrix staurolite at the expense of kyanite + gamet (retrograde reaction 5) and, at lower temperatures (Thompson 1976) , by the formation of staurolite + chlorite at the expense of garnet (retrograde reaction 6). Both reactions (5) and (6) occur within the stability field of staurolite, on the left side of the reaction curve Grt + Chl = St + Bt. Intersection of these reactions with the curve colresponding to the GRAIL geobarometer (Bohlen et al.1983 ) applredto the garnet -rutile -ilmenite assemblage of the same sample defines the reference field (2a) (Fig. l lB) , which should have been crossed during uplift. In view of the absence of biotite and persistence of the paragenesis St + Grt + Chl, the P-T trajectory proceeded on the left side ofthe reaction Grt + Chl = St + Bt" inside this field. The shape of the trajectory constructed on the basis of the above data suggests that exhumation in the eastemmost part of Rhodope proceeded along a path lying at temperatures of about 30oC lower than those defined for central Rhodope. It is therefore possible that this part of the Upper Tectonic Unit of Rhodope constitutes the uppermost parts of the rock sequence, which were buried at shallower depths during prograde metamorphism and followed a path of exhumation characterized by a lower grade. Another possibility could be that a tectonic discontinuity exists in this part of the Upper Tectonic Unit.
The low-pressure, greenschist-facies stage of the exhumation is marked both in central and eastem Rhodope by the widespread alteration of garnet to green biotite (biotitq) and chlorite, by sericitization ofkyanite and staurolite, and by replacement ofkyanite by andalusite. The replacement ofkyanite by andalusite is rarely observed (i.e., sample UER-4 of eastern Rhodope).
DISCUSSIoN
Most thermal models of thickened crust (England & Richardson 1977 , Draper & Bone 1981 , England & Thompson 1984 show P-T paths characterized by significant heating after the maximum pressure. In contras! the P-T path relevant to Rhodope, constructed on the basis of our petrological investigation of metapelites and complemented with data from concordantly intercalated orthogneisses and amphibolitized eclogites, reflects a coincidence of peak pressure and peak temperature during metamorphic evolution. In the LTU, maximum P-T conditions are 550'-600'C and l4-15 kbar (Mposkos 1989a , Liati & Mposkos 1990 ). Exhumation was nearly isothermal to a depth of about 12 km from the surface and continued along a trajectory characterized by significant cooling. In the UTU, although precise peak conditions of metamorphism are uncertain, the highest pressures are assumed to have reached at least 18 kbar, indicating that this unit was buried at greater depths than the LTU. Exhumation was characterized by cooling; the rocks spent a large part of their ascent history within a small range of temperature from the highest known temperatures, and finally proceeded along a trajectory reflecting high rates ofcooling, until they reached the surface.
The discrepancies identified in the form of the exhumation paths of the two tectonic units (cl Figs. 1 1A , B) reflect their relative position during unloading. The LI'IU, which reached greaier depths in the prograde part of metamorphism, was thrust over the LTU in the exhumation stage. The overthrust took place at depth, under conditions of ductile deformation. so that the discontinuity betwesn the two tectonic units can only be determined on petrological grounds. Therefore, the UTU acted as a warm slab that prevented the rocks of the LTU from losing heat for a long duration of the exhumation history. The relative lack of thermal overprint during exhumation may be attributed to rapid uplift and limited transfer of heat from the mantle.
Similarexhumationpaths to thatof the Rhodope have been proposed also for other high-pressure terranes, i. e. , Western Alps (Sesia zone; Rubie 1984, Briangonnais zone; Goff6 & Velde 1984) , the Seward Peninsula, northern Alaska (Patrick & Evans 1989) , the Cyclades in the Aegean Sea (Matthews & Schliestedt L984, Schliestedt 1986 , Avigad & Gartunkel 1991 . The cooling, which accompanied exhumation in the Alps, was postulated to be a result of continuous underthrusting of cold material below the accretionary wedge, where high-pressure rocks emerged (Goff6 & Velde 1984 , Rubie 1984 , Goff6 & Chopin 1986 . Forthe area of the Cyclades, underthrusting of external units has been suggested by Althen et a/. (1982) , whereas Avigad & Garfunkel (1991) proposed that the cooling of the Cycladic rocks was a result of the rapid unroofing tectonics rather than ofthe continuous underthrustins. In the Rhodope "on", trt" prou1"-;irh";;ir""#;:; which the high-pressure rocks returned to the surface remains poorly understood. The recognition of a complex nappe structure (Ivanov 1988 , Burg et al. 1990 , Koukouvelas & Doutsos 1990 indicates that tectonic processes predominated. Since the P-T path of the Rhodope terrane shows important similarities in form vrith that of the southerly lying high-pressure belt of the Cyclades, analogous constraints (rapid unroofing tectonics or continuous underthrusting of cold material) can be invoked.
